
DatsBotAI Project Roadmap Explainer

Q1 May 2023 - public test trial 
perfecting Bot and running a 3 stage public trial 
test. 
This test will run for 24hours every week where 
pioneer account holders can monitor how the 
bot executes trades via their dashboard. This 
test will be conducted in real time market with a
capital of $50,000 and the profits generated will
be distributed amongst the first batch of 3000 
early registers /pioneer account holders, who 
completed their tasks. 

• 1st batch=1-1000 accounts(based on first 
registers)

• 2nd batch =1001-2000 accounts(randomly 
selected registers)

• 3rd batch=2001-3000 accounts(randomly 
selected registers)

Profits realized at the end of each public test 
bot trial will be distributed accordingly. (NB: 
$200 will be set aside from each profits 
generated as the gas fee for bulk payout while 
the balance will be distributed) 



Q1 June 2023 - Official launch
Giving public access to the DatsBotAI 
technology , this will enable users to utilize our 
bot services to maximize their crypto profits 
and as well build a steady side stream income. 
While this is ongoing, the community of users 
will be given the opportunity to secure a 30% 
slot of community allocated native token 
through our "liquidity chest program" 
LIQUIDITY CHEST PROGRAM(LCP) - every user 
will be given the opportunity to lock in at most 
$10,000 per account. This involves users locking 
their desired profits generated from the bot or 
as well externally deposit new cash for this 
purpose . Upon minting of native token and 
development of blockchain ecosystem, initial 
30% of total 40%  mapped out on our 
tokenomics for the community will be up for 
claims. This entails that users can lock in a slot 
for $10,000 worth of our native token. 48hours 
prior to listing on exchanges. Users can claim 
their locked in value of our native token using 
their unique username and as which their LCP 
account exists with. The team will be minting 
500,000,000 of our native token and 30% of the 
total supply will be available on our LCP @price 
of $0.066 per piece of DatsBotAI native token 
for users to lock in while Remaining 10% will be 



periodically unlocked to the community 
according to the proposed release clause of 
three months interval. 
80% of the  profits generated from the AI bot 
prior to minting of native token will be locked 
into the LCP pool by the team without right to 
claim so as to build up the pool faster to Atleast 
40% value of the total supply, so upon listing 
our native token on exchanges, it is sure to soar 
high in value if holders decides not to sell off 
immediately. 

Q2 December 2023 - Minting of DatsBotAI 
native token 
Introducing the DatsBotAI blockchain native 
token.

 
Q1 January 2024 - BOT Upgrade 
Test running for compatibility of DatsBotAI 
native token with the system. 

Q1 February 2024 - Listing 
listing of DatsBotAI native token on major 
exchanges such as Huobi, coinbase, uniswap and
binance. The team will make further moves 



towards expanding the DatsBotAI native token 
on other legible major exchanges.
Public trading of DatsBotAI native token will 
now be available

 
Q1 March 2024 - BOT Suscribtion 
limiting access only to paid subscribers.
60% of derived revenue(funds) from 
subscribtion fee will be distributed amongst 
pioneer holders monthly (participants of the 
LCP ) 

Q1 March 2024 - Payment gateway 
DatsBotAI adopts it's native token as only 
payment method. (activation and funding of 
DatsBotAI trading bot will only be possible 
using our native token. Payouts will be done 
through Usdt). This feature is put in place to 
create a steady demand for DatsBotAI native 
token. 

Q1 April 2024 – Onboarding builders 
Onboarding smart contracts, nfts and other 
crypto projects to host thier system on our 
blockchain network. 



Q2 September 2024
Market exchange.- DatsBotAI will launch a 
market exchange platform. For easy buying, 
selling and transferring of crypto assets at a flat
rate of 0.75%(excluding swaping at flat fee of 
$1.5). 

Q1-january 2025
Wallet- DatsBotAI will introduce it's own crypto 
e-wallet with a flat service rate of 0.5% 
provided its conducted using our blockchain 
network. 
DatsBotAI will also introduce its own cold 
storage wallet.

Q1 January 2026 - Debit card 
Introduction of our first model universal crypto 
debit card. This will be used to authorize 
withdrawals via our in-house p2p system of fiat 
liquidity providers. The card will be used to 
withdraw crypto (DatsBotAI native token) into 
any approved fiat bank account through our 
ecosystem of fiat liquidity providers.



Futher moves on DatsBotAI will be 
communicated to the community


